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by  kevin.grogan@informa.com

Executive Summary

The SPOR-COV prophylactic approach targets the innate immune system and has the potential to develop
COVID-19 protection within a few days of treatment, the partners tell Scrip.

NASAL ROUTE LOGICAL FOR RESPIRATORY TRACT DISEASES Source: Shutterstock

The search for a vaccine dominates the headlines but two UK biotechs are taking a prophylactic approach to
develop a nasal spray that targets the innate immune system, which has the potential to develop COVID-19
protection within a few days of treatment.

Antimicrobial specialist Destiny Pharma plc has teamed up with SporeGen Ltd. to co-develop its SPOR-COV
product which contains a proprietary formulation of Bacillus bacteria that will be administered nasally via a
spray. Unlike traditional vaccination, SPOR COV focuses on innate immunity and having provided 100%
protection in preclinical models of in�uenza virus, the companies believe this could also apply to
coronavirus infection.
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Read the full article here ❯

Destiny Pharma Seeks Partner For Lead Asset
XF-73
By Sten Stovall

03 Mar 2020

Antimicrobial specialist Destiny Pharma aims to
enlist a pharma partner later this year to help
advance and launch its lead asset for preventing
post-surgical infections.

 

SporeGen CEO Simon Cutting told Scrip that the vaccines being developed for COVID-19 are injectable "but
you acquire this disease in your respiratory tract and normally you vaccinate at the sites where you want to
develop protection, which is the mucosal route. My prediction is that the vaccines being developed at the
moment probably will protect you from death and will have some level of protection, but they won't protect
you from being colonized. If people are colonized by the virus, they can then spread it to other people, so
vaccines are unlikely to prevent the disease from disseminating across the world."

He noted, "In the absence of seeing any data at this moment in time, no one really knows what's going to
happen. Our approach is like taking an ampli�er and switching up the frequency like in the movie Spinal Tap
where if you boost immunity, you're more protected." Cutting said elderly people "seem to be most
susceptible to this disease and they are more immune compromised, so maybe you just need a simple
solution for boosting immunity and that's something we've been working on."

COVID-19 is the fourth pandemic in 20 years "and
there's a high probability that in the future, we will
have future pandemics," he noted, saying that "we
need something that does not require cold-chain
refrigeration, could be manufactured very simply
and could be stockpiled." While the science behind
the project is sophisticated, "we have a very
pragmatic and very simple approach, which we
already know works for pandemic �u."

SPOR-COV "is very much a disruptive technology,
it's rather like Uber," Cutting said. "This is a
pandemic and we need an approach that works
now."

Destiny and SporeGen have been awarded a grant of
£800,000 from Innovate UK to fund the majority of
the £1m ($1.3m) needed for the initial SPOR-COV program. The preclinical work will be undertaken in
collaboration with the University of Liverpool, while manufacturing and formulation development will be
carried out by Huro, based in Vietnam.

The aim is to start human clinical studies in the next 18 months but Cutting noted that the partners "will
have to make a decision about the best way to move forward, " either taking the classic (and lengthy) drug
development route or adopting a medical food intervention approach.

Destiny CEO Neil Clark told Scrip, "We're pragmatic about how the product could be delivered, and would
have no problem going down the regulated food medicine route or the classic drug development route. Once
we produce the data, it will be very interesting to see how the regulatory environment develops. There's been
a lot of amazing rapid approvals of studies in the vaccine �eld so if we can deliver a strong data package, are
we going to get similar support? The pro�le of this product is much safer than the vaccines."

Clark stressed that "we're both high-quality R&D companies, based on validated science and we're well
funded now to kick on. I think a year from now, potentially it will be very interesting to see where we're
going with the data set."

Cutting concluded by saying that "there are long-term bene�ts to having a simple solution yet we live in a
world where everything has to be sophisticated. It's one of the big problems with science. If I were to speak
to [UK prime minister] Boris Johnson and show him a simple approach or very sophisticated approach, he'd
focus on the sophisticated approach. It is human nature."
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The deal met with approval from Equity Development analyst Andy Smith who issued a note saying that
Destiny "have always had a microbiome tilt with their most advanced product, topical XF-73 (exepor�nium
chloride), being developed for the prevention of post-operative infections." With the SporeGen deal, "they
have taken this even further to encompass the two hot-button issues in anti-infectives: the microbiome and
coronavirus infections."

He added, "This positive development plays to Destiny’s strengths in topical (nasal) administration,
preventative indications, as well as the cost-effective management of its earlier-stage pipeline…the
development of SporeGen’s technology as a preventative therapy for COVID-19 has many advantages over
traditional vaccines."


